Abstract. We present a methodology for proving temporal properties of the divergent runs of reactive systems with real-valued clocks. A run diverges if time advances beyond any bound. Since the divergent runs of a system may satisfy liveness properties that are not satis ed by some convergent runs, the standard proof rules are incomplete if only divergent runs are considered.
Introduction
Several researchers have devised sound and complete calculi for proving temporal properties of concurrent systems MP89, S c har]. The introduction of real-valued time into systems provides new di culties to be overcome. A standard model for real-time systems distinguishes between system transitions, which are instantaneous, and delay steps, during which time passes HMP91, AL92, LV92, AH93]. This model admits deviant runs|those in which time converges to a nite limit. We call the nondeviant runs divergent and study the veri cation of temporal properties for the divergent runs of real-time systems.
We model the state of a real-time system by discrete data variables and real-valued clocks over all divergent runs. Now consider a run in which less than 5 time units pass. For example, if the rst iteration takes 1 time unit, the second takes 1 2 , the third takes 1 4 , etc., then control never leaves the while loop. Such a run does not satisfy 3(x = 0).
While there has been previous research on the de nition of liveness and proof calculi for real-time systems HMP91, AL92, GSSAL93, MP93a], we k n o w of no systematic and complete approach for proving properties of divergent runs only. On the contrary, there are several obvious, but ultimately unsatisfactory, attempts at proving properties for divergent runs. For example, one might h o p e to provide a fairness-like rule, using helpful transitions to ensure divergence. This does not seem to be possible in general, for if all waiting steps are helpful, then time can converge via delays of duration 1 1 2 1 4 : : :On the other hand, if only some delays are helpful, then some divergent runs will be excluded.
Alternatively, one may observe that the temporal formula (8n)3(now > n ) speci es divergence, where now is a exible variable that measures the elapsed time and n is a rigid variable. Then one might attempt to prove that a property holds of the divergent runs by proving that the temporal formula ((8n)3(now > n )) ) holds of all runs. This is equivalent t o p r o ving for all runs an existential temporal formula of the form (9n)'(n), where the witness for n may depend on the chosen run. We do not know o f a general calculus for proving such a property.
We provide two approaches for proving R j = div |that all divergent runs of the real-time system R satisfy the temporal property . The rst, system-transforming, approach (Section 3) reduces the problem R j = div to the problem of proving the property for certain runs of an untimed system R. The second, property-transforming, approach (Section 4) reduces the problem R j = div to the problem of proving a safety p r o p e r t y S for all runs of R. W e n o w brie y preview both approaches.
Characterizing divergence through system transformation. In Section 3, we provide a sound and complete calculus for proving temporal properties of the divergent runs of a guardedcommand program with clock v ariables. Given a clock program R, w e generate a discrete system R, called the region system AD90], such that (1) the runs of R satisfy the same dense-time temporal formulas as the runs of R, and (2) divergence is de nable by a discrete-time temporal formula . To prove that the property holds of all divergent runs of R, w e then appeal to an untimed calculus to provide a proof that ) holds of all runs of R.
Appealing to divergence for property transformation. While the system-transforming proof method is theoretically appealing (i.e., sound and complete), the formula expressing divergence is a response (23) property, and so a proof via the region system always requires complex temporal reasoning. Therefore it is desirable to avoid the region system when proving safety ( 2) and eventuality ( 3) properties. There is a natural condition (nonzenoness) on timed systems that allows the proof of safety properties in the usual way, with invariants AL92, Hen92]. In Section 4, we transform eventualities into equivalent safety properties. This can be achieved only if we strengthen the concept of divergence.
Inspired by AAT94, AH94], we i n troduce unknown -divergence. In this model, each delay has at least duration , for an unknown but xed value of . Unknown -divergence may admit the transformation of eventualities into safety properties, taking as a parameter. We classify real-time systems as to how w ell they admit this translation.
De nitions
We brie y review the clock model for real-time systems, as presented in AH93]. 1 We assume a xed set V of typed data variables, together with a set of terms and atomic formulas over V , and a xed set C of clock variables, which w e call clocks. The ty p e o f e a c h c l o c k i s the set R + of nonnegative real numbers. A state is a function that maps each v ariable in V C to a value of the appropriate type. The function is extended to terms over V in the standard way.
A data predicate i s a f o r m ula of predicate logic whose free variables are elements of V . A clock constraint is an atomic formula of the form c n, c n, c d + n, o r c d + n, where c and d are clocks, and n is a natural number. A state predicate is a boolean combination of data predicates and clock constraints. The state satis es the state predicate ', w r i t t e n j = ', if the statement formed from ' by replacing each free variable x by (x), is true.
Let V 0 be the \primed" version of V , i.e., V 0 = fx 0 j x 2 V g. A n action predicate is a formula of predicate logic whose free variables are elements of V V 0 . The pair ( ) of states satis es the action predicate , written ( ) j = , if the statement formed from by replacing each free variable x from V by (x), and replacing each free variable x 0 from V 0 by (x), is true.
An untimed system S is a pair (' 0 . ), where ' 0 is a data predicate called the initial condition, and . is an action predicate called the transition condition. A run of S is an in nite sequence ( n ) of states such that 0 j = ' 0 , and for each n 2 N, either ( n n+1 ) j = . or n = n+1 .
2.1 Real-time system description language: guarded commands and guarded delays A guarded c ommand is a pair (' f), where ' is a state predicate and f is a map that takes each data variable to a term over V , and each clock c either to c or to 0. The guarded command is enabled in the state if j = '. The execution of results in the state f( ), de ned by f( )(x) = (f(x)) for each v ariable x 2 V C. Notice that for every clock c, the execution of a guarded command either leaves the value of c unchanged, or resets the value of c to 0.
A guarded delay is a state predicate. Given a state , a guarded delay , and a nonnegative real t, w e s a y admits for duration t if for each nonnegative r e a l s with s < t , + s j = , where + s is the state such that agrees with on all data variables, and (c) = (c) + s for each clock c. 
The run is divergent if lim n T (n) = 1. 2 The clock system R is nonzeno if every state that occurs on some run of R, also occurs on a divergent r u n o f R. 3 Nonzeno clock systems are executable, because the stepwise execution of a nonzeno system can never paint itself into a corner from which time cannot diverge. Given a clock system R with nitely many data states 4 (a so-called timed safety automaton), it is possible to automatically generate a nonzeno system with the same divergent runs as R HNSY92] . In general, the problem of checking if a clock system is nonzeno is, of course, undecidable. In Section 3, we present a proof method for establishing the nonzenoness of clock systems.
2.2 Requirement speci cation language: temporal logic Let R be a clock system. Traditional (discrete-time) temporal logics are inadequate for specifying the behavior of R, because they do not take i n to account the (uncountably many) states that are passed by delays AH92]. For example, if now is a clock that measures the elapsed time, then every divergent run of R should satisfy the property 3(now = 1), which asserts that there is a state at elapsed time 1. Yet if the rst action of is a delay of duration 2, then does not satisfy 3(now = 1) under the usual de nition of temporal satisfaction. To a void this problem, we use a dense-time temporal logic for specifying properties of R. The semantics we use are called
Given a run = ( n ) o f R, w e de ne the set of positions P = f(n ) 2 N R + j T (n + 1 ) ; T (n)g: We write for the lexicographic order on P this order corresponds to the temporal order of positions along . The state at position (n ) of , denoted (n ), is n + . The elapsed time at position (n ) of , denoted T (n ), is T (n) + .
2 A divergent run is called admissible in LV92]. 3 A nonzeno system is termed feasible in LV92]. 4 A data state is an interpretation for the data variables only.
Our temporal logic is based on the until operator U and the since operator S. The temporal formulas are generated by the grammar ::= ' j rst j : j 1 _ 2 j 1 U 2 j 1 S 2 where ' is a state predicate. Abbreviations are de ned in the usual way for example, 3 = trueU (\eventually "), 2 = :3: (\always "), and ; 3 = trueS (\sometime in the past "). A past formula is a temporal formula that does not contain the until operator. A 2 formula (resp. 3 formula) is a formula of the form 2q (resp. 3q), where q is a past formula.
The satisfaction relation j = f o r t h e r u n , the position (n ) 2 P , and the temporal formula , is de ned by induction on :
Notice the slight c hange in the de nition of the satisfaction relation for the until and since operators from the usual. This is required in the dense-time setting, to make sure that, for example, if a clock c starts at 0 and encounters a delay of duration 2, then the formula (c 1)U(c > 1) is satis ed (this would fail if we used the stronger requirement \ ( (m )) j = 1 " in the de nition of satisfaction for until formulas) HNSY92].
The run satis es the temporal formula , denoted j = , i f ( (0 0)) j = . The clock system R satis es , written R j = div , i f e v ery divergent r u n o f R satis es .
We also interpret temporal formulas over the runs of untimed systems. In this case, the set of positions of a run is N f 0g, and our de nition of the satisfaction relation coincides with the usual one MP92]. When dealing with untimed systems, we freely use next and previous operators MP92, S c har]: inspects the value of a term or formula in the next state of a run ; inspects the value of a term or formula in the previous state, and is de ned arbitrarily in the rst state of a run, except on boolean expressions where it is false.
The untimed system S satis es the temporal formula , written S j = , i f e v ery run of S satis es .
Specifying timing requirements
Since the temporal operators contain no explicit references to time, the only way our logic can express timing requirements of a system is by referring to the clocks of the system. Therefore it is convenient to augment e a c h clock system with a clock now that measures the elapsed time.
Let R = ( ' 0 X ) b e a c l o c k system. Let now 6 2 C be a new clock. De ne ' now = ( ' 0^n ow = 0). For each guarded command (' f) 2 , de ne (' f) now = ( ' f f now 7 ! nowg) 5 that is, (' f) now acts as (' f) o n V C, and leaves now unchanged. De ne now = f(' f) now j (' f) 2 g. The clock system R now = ( ' now now X ) o ver the set V of data variables and the set C fnowg of clocks, is called the elapsed-time system for R. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the runs of R and the runs of R now : e a c h s t a t e n on a run = ( n ) o f R corresponds to the augmented state n f now 7 ! T (n)g on a run of R now .
We m a y n o w use the new clock now to express timing requirements of R. In particular, consider the bounded-eventuality operator 3 k , where k 2 N. The run satis es the bounded-eventuality formula 3 k q, for a past formula q, if there is a position (n ) 2 P such that T (n ) k and ( (n )) j = q. The timing requirement 3 k q of R is easily expressed over the elapsed-time system R now :
R j = div 3 k q i R now j = div 3(q^now k):
The following proposition gives a more useful characterization of bounded eventuality, as a safety property.
Proposition 2.1 Let R be a c l o ck system, let q be a p ast formula, and let k 2 N. Then R j = div 3 k q i R now j = div 2(now > k ) ; 3(q^now k)). Therefore, proving bounded eventualities reduces to proving 2 formulas.
Two of the most important classes of timing requirements are bounded r esponse and bounded invariance HMP91], corresponding to the formulas 2(p ) 3 k q) a n d 2(p ) 2 <k :q) where p and q are past formulas, and k 2 N. The former states that whenever p is true at some position along a run, there is a position no more than k time units later at which q is true. The latter states that whenever p is true, then q is false at every position less than k time units in the future. Formally, the run satis es the bounded-response formula 2(p ) 3 k q) i for every position (m ) such that ( (m )) j = p, there exists a position (n ) (m ) with T (n ) ; T (m ) k and ( (n )) j = q. The run satis es the bounded-invariance formula 2(p ) 2 <k :q) i for every position (m ) s u c h that ( (m )) j = p, a n d e v ery position (n ) (m ) with T (n );T (m ) < k, ( (n )) j = :q. In order to express these timing requirements of a system within our logic, we need to add additional auxiliary variables to the system. Let R = ( ' 0 X ) be a clock system over the set V of data variables and the set C of clocks. Let p 6 2 V be a new boolean data variable, and let c p 6 2 C be a new clock. De ne ' p = ( ' 0: p^cp = 0). For each guarded command (' f) 2 , de ne (' f) p = ( ' f f p 7 ! p c p 7 ! c p g) that is, (' f) p acts as (' f) o n V C, and leaves both p and c p unchanged. Let begin be the guarded command (p: p fx 7 ! x j x 2 V Cg f p 7 ! true c p 7 ! 0g). The guarded command begin may be executed at most once on any run it sets the ag p to true and resets the clock c p . Let p = fbeging f (' f) p j (' f) 2 g. Let R p be the clock s y s t e m ( ' p p X ) o ver the set V f p g of data variables and the set C fc p g of clocks. Bounded-response and bounded-invariance requirements of R can be expressed by temporal formulas over R p .
Proposition 2.2 Let R be a c l o ck system, let p and q be p ast formulas, and let k 2 N. Then 1. R j = div 2(p ) 3 k q) i R p j = div 2(( p^cp > k ) ) ; 3(q^ p^cp k)) 2. R j = div 2(p ) 2 <k :q) i R p j = div 2(( p^cp < k ) ) : q): Proof. For each d i v ergent r u n of R, there is one run of R p for each position (n ) such that ( (n )) j = p. F or at any such position, and only once during each run, the command begin may b e executed. Denote by (n ) begin the run of R p obtained from by execution of begin at position (n ).
If ( (n )) 6 j = p ) 3 k q then (n ) begin 6 j = 2 ( p^cp > k ) ) ; 3(q^ p^cp k)]. Conversely, if for each position (n ) 2 P , (n ) begin j = 2 ( p^cp > k ) ) ; 3(q^ p^cp k)], then j = 2(p ) 3 k q).
The proof of the second claim is similar.
Therefore, proving bounded response and bounded invariance reduces to proving 2 formulas.
3 System-transforming Veri cation
Before we present rules for proving safety and liveness properties of the divergent runs of a clock system R, w e translate R into an untimed system. This translation will be used (1) to design a liveness rule, and (2) to prove the safety rule complete. Given a clock system R, w e de ne an untimed system R|the region system for R|by collapsing states that are indistinguishable by state predicates.
The region construction
Clock constraints have limited power. They can determine the oor and ceiling of the value of a clock (and hence whether that value is an integer). They can do the same for the di erence of any two clocks, and this is all they can accomplish.
The fraction-combining equivalence r elation on R is de ned by x y i x = y, o r bxc = byc and x y = 2 Z. The equivalence class of a real number x is denoted x, and is called the fc-value of x. The set of equivalence classes is denoted Z fc . The elements of Z fc are : : : (;2 ;1) f;1g (;1 0) f0g (0 1) f1g (1 2) : : : The natural order on Z fc is denoted . The successor relation succ on Z fc is de ned in the natural way: succ((;2 ;1)) = f;1g, succ(f;1g) = ( ;1 0), etc. In other words, two states belong to the same region i they agree on the values of all data variables, agree on the oors of all clock v alues, and order the fractional parts of the clock v alues in the same way. With this is mind, we segregate the regions into the boundary regions, in which some clock has an integral value, and the interior regions, in which no clock has an integral value. We write ] for the region of the state . We n o w i n troduce the next-region relation on states, corresponding to a delay during which the region changes exactly once. De ne if 6 ^(9t 2 R + )( = + t^(8s 2 R + )(s < t ) ( , a n d admits for duration s. Then either + s, in which c a s e + s + 0, or there is some n 1 such that n + s. In the latter case, the result follows by induction on n from the fact that every region has a unique successor region.
For the remainder of this section, we x a c l o c k system R = ( ' 0 X ) o ver the set V of data variables and the set C of clocks. We construct the untimed region system R by replacing the real-valued clocks of R by discrete fc-valued variables, and by adding for each pair of clocks an fc-valued variable that records the fc-value of the clock di erence. Notice that by Proposition 3.1, the region projection corresponds exactly to the region ]: = i .
We n o w de ne a transformation that takes each dense-time temporal formula over V C to a discrete-time temporal formula over V C D (while contains clocks, does not). For a data predicate ', de ne ' to be '. Finally, w e construct an untimed system R over the set V C D of variables, called the region system for R, such t h a t e a c h transition of R corresponds to the execution of a guarded command of R, or to a delay o f R that either stays within a region or proceeds to the successor region. We will show that the region system R models exactly the same temporal formulas, under the discrete-time interpretation, as does the original system R, with the dense-time interpretation.
The construction of R is an exercise in coding statements about the clock v alues into statements about their fc-values. Since we h a ve required the initial condition of R to imply c = 0 for every clock c, w e de ne the initial condition ' r of the region system R to be ' 0^Vc d2C ( cd = 0 ) . Our translation of a guarded delay takes into account at most one application of the next-region relation . In this way w e a void the skipping of regions that are passed by d e l a ys. For zero applications of , i.e., delays that do not change the region, we use the action predicate idle = V x2V C D (x 0 = x). For one application of , given a guarded delay , w e de ne r = nextregion^admit( ) where nextregion is an action predicate that is satis ed by a pair ( ) of regions i is the successor region of , a n d admit( ) is a data predicate that is satis ed by a region i any (equivalently, every) state in admits for a duration that results in a state of the successor region.
First we de ne the action predicate nextregion. T o determine the successor region of a given state, we m ust determine the order in which the clocks change their fc-values as time passes. For a state , the set Crit( ) o f critical clocks, which are the rst to change their fc-values, is de ned by The de nition of admit( ) is simple. If the current region is an interior region, then the successor region is a boundary region, and so admits for a duration that terminates in i j = . I f is a boundary region, then is an interior region. In this case, for a delay to terminate inside , a nonzero amount o f t i m e m ust be spent i n . S o w e m ust also require j = . Therefore Lemma 3.6 Let be a state, let a guarded delay, and let t be a p ositive real. Then admits for duration t and + t i ( + t) j = r . M o r eover, if is also a state, then ( ) j = r i there exists a positive real s such that admits for duration s, + s, and + s.
We n o w de ne the region system
For each run = ( n ) o f R, there is a run r of the region system such that r tracks r is called the projection of into the region system. F or each position (n ) 2 P , w e h a ve the region projection (n ). The regions obtained by projecting all positions of into regions form an in nite sequence. This is because even though there are uncountably many positions, the region projection changes only countably many times. The resulting sequence r of regions is a run of the region system R.
Formally, w e de ne r by induction. First, let r 0 = 0 . H a ving de ned r up to r k and n , i f n . n+1 , then r k+1 = n+1 . If n . X n+1 , then either n+1 n , in which c a s e w e de ne r k+1 = n+1 or there is a sequence 0 1 : : : m of states such that n = 0 , n+1 = m , and for each i < m , i i+1 . In this case de ne r k+i = i for i = 1 : : : m .
The projection r of into the region system is a run of R by the previous three lemmas. Conversely, g i v en any run r of R, there is a run = ( n ) o f R such that r is the projection of . Let 0 be any state such that 0 = r 0 (actually, there is only one such , because all clocks start at 0). Then for each k, i f ( r k r k+1 ) j = ( ' f) r for some guarded command (' f) 2 , then let k+1 = f( k ). If (r k r k+1 ) j = r for some guarded delay 2 X, then let k+1 be any state such that k k+1 . Finally, i f ( r k r k+1 ) j = idle, t h e n l e t k+1 = k . Theorem 3.7 Let be a run of R, and let r be the projection of into the region system. Then for each temporal formula , j = i r j = . Proof. The de nition of the projection r of provides a nondecreasing onto map g : P ! N such that for each p o s i t i o n ( n ) 2 P , (n ) = r g(n ) . By induction on , ( (n 0)) j = i (r g (n 0)) j = for all n 2 N. Use n = 0 to obtain the theorem.
This theorem allows us to reduce the problem of proving properties of the clock system R to proving properties of the untimed system R. I f w e wished to prove for all runs of R, w e could simply prove for all runs of R. In the following section, we show h o w t o p r o ve for all divergent runs of R.
We remark that the region construction works because the clock model does not allow m uch interaction between data variables and clocks. For example, we cannot assign the value of a clock t o a data variable, for then the bisimilarity b is equality on the states. We could, however, allow the testing of clocks against arbitrary integer expressions over the data variables, and the assignment of such expressions to clocks.
Proving liveness properties of the divergent runs
The region system R now of the elapsed-time system R now is the natural setting for proving properties of the divergent runs of R. The run of R now is divergent i the projection of into R now satis es the condition 23(now ; now). This observation gives the following corollary to Theorem 3.7. Corollary 3.8 Let R be a clock system. For every temporal formula , R j = div i R now j = (23(now ; now)) ) . Corollary 3.8 is the basis for a proof calculus for properties of the divergent runs of R. T o prove a property is satis ed by all divergent runs of R, i . e . , R j = div , w e m a y use, for example, the proof calculus of MP89] for untimed systems to show t h a t ( 23(now ; now)) ) is satis ed by the region system R now . The soundness and completeness of the proof calculus for the untimed system R now , coupled with Corollary 3.8, immediately gives soundness and completeness for proving properties of the divergent runs of R.
We give an example proof via the region system in Appendix A1.
The premise 23(now ; now) used in region system proofs looks like a fairness requirement.
Suppose that we group together the transitions that correspond to one application of the next-region relation , and put a strong-fairness requirement on this set SF. W e s a y that SF is enabled if any of its members is enabled. Then we require strong fairness for SF that is, if SF is enabled in nitely often, then in nitely many of the transitions taken will be elements of SF. While every strongly fair run of R now corresponds to a divergent run of R, the set SF need not be in nitely often enabled on every run of R now . Therefore the divergent runs may w ell be a proper subset of the strongly fair runs. Hence a proof calculus for strong fairness would be incomplete for proving properties of the divergent runs.
3.3 Proving safety properties of the divergent r u n s For nonzeno systems, there is a simpler way of proving safety properties than the method given in the previous section. The following observation implies that, in order to show that every divergent run of the clock system R satis es a 2 formula, it su ces to use a standard invariance argument to show that every nite run pre x of the region system R satis es the formula.
Proposition 3.9 7 If R is a nonzeno clock system and q is a past formula, then R j = div 2q i R j = 2q. Proof. Suppose that R j = div 2q. I f R is nonzeno, then the set Div of runs of R now that satisfy 23(now ; now) is a dense subset 8 of the set all runs of R now . Since the set Q of runs of R now that satisfy 2q is closed, 9 if Div Q, then all runs of R now satisfy 2q, and hence all runs of R satisfy 2q. The converse follows from Theorem 3.7. An example that shows the necessity of the nonzeno condition is a orded by the clock system R with the initial condition x = 0 c = 0, the guarded command (x = 0 fx 7 ! 1 c 7 ! cg), and the guarded delay x = 0, where x is a data variable and c is a clock. When x = 0, then R allows either an arbitrary amount of time to pass, or the execution of the guarded command, which increments x. When x = 1, no time is allowed to pass. Therefore R j = div 2(x = 0), but not all runs of R satisfy 2(x = 0).
Because of Proposition 3.9, if R is a nonzeno clock system, we m a y u s e a n y standard method for proving discrete-time safety properties to prove dense-time safety properties. For example, we may use the sound and complete rule SAFE from MP89] to prove R j = 2q. The rule SAFE states that for past formulas p and q,
The third premise is a Hoare triple that ensures whenever p is true at some point along a run, then p remains true after any single execution step. The rule is sound and complete for proving statements of the form R j = 2q. H e n c e b y Proposition 3.9, it is sound and complete for proving statements of the form R j = div 2q, provided R is nonzeno.
We only indicate brie y how one might go about showing that a clock system is nonzeno. The nonzeno condition can be expressed as a branching-time formula on the corresponding region system. The clock system R is nonzeno i R now j = 82((now 2 N ) 9 3(now = 2 N))^(now = 2 N ) 9 3(now 2 N))):
This CTL formula asserts that from each boundary region, an interior region is reachable, and vice versa. Therefore, to prove a c l o c k system nonzeno, we m a y use a proof calculus for CTL on the corresponding region system.
Property-transforming Veri cation
It has been observed that many real-time properties of interest are safety properties, and can be proved by i n variance arguments AL92, Hen92, LV92]. For example, in Section 2, we formulated bounded eventuality using a 2 formula. By contrast, unbounded eventuality|a 3 formula|is a true liveness property. H o wever, for many real-time systems, if an event is guaranteed to occur, it will always occur within a xed amount of time. Likewise, this may become true if there is a known or unknown lower bound on the duration of delays. In both cases, unbounded eventualities can be translated into bounded eventualities. We study (1) various classes of real-time systems and (2) various notions of divergence as to how w ell they accommodate a translation of 3 formulas into 2 formulas. First, we show that relative t o a n y safe 10 set of divergent runs, a translation is always available. Second, we i n troduce 
Safe notions of divergence
Let R be a clock system, and let p and q be past formulas. Let P be the set of runs of R that satisfy 2p. Then P is a safe set of runs. For example, for synchronous circuits, a useful choice of P is the set of divergent runs for which 1 time unit expires between any t wo transitions. We write P j = (resp. P j = div ) i f e v ery run (resp. every divergent run) in P satis es the temporal formula . A simple argument using K onig's lemma shows that if P j = 3q, then in fact there is a k 2 N such that P j = 3 k q. So safe sets of runs allow the translation of 2 formulas into 3 formulas.
Unfortunately, this translation does not per se enable the proof of unbounded eventualities over safe sets of divergent runs by s a f e t y reasoning. For to prove P j = div 3 k q, w e m ust prove R j = div 2p ) 3 k q, and the latter is not a safety property. S o w e need to be more subtle. In the sequel we concentrate on other interesting (and not necessarily safe) subsets of the divergent runs for which the translation of 2 properties into 3 properties, when possible, bears fruit.
A hierarchy of real-time systems
We classify real-time systems according to how \safe" unbounded eventuality requirements are.
O(1)-bounded systems establish all eventualities within constant time. Now suppose that no more than n delays, for some unknown constant n, m a y t a k e place in one time unit. Then O(n)-bounded systems establish all eventualities within time O(n), O(n 2 )-bounded systems establish all eventualities within time O(n 2 ), etc. We obtain an in nite strict hierarchy of real-time systems in A clock program is a while program that declares certain variables to be of the type \Clock" and contains guarded wait instructions. Every clock program de nes a clock system (for details, we refer the reader to AH93]). In particular, the guarded wait instruction`: ! wait speci es the guarded delay at`^ that is, at the control location`, a delay is permitted that must end as soon as the guard becomes false, but may end before this occurs. We use the shorthand wait l u] for the program fragment c := 0 while c < l do c < u ! wait od, where c is a new clock that is, a delay o f a n y duration between l and u is permitted. Before termination, all delays of a clock program are explicitly speci ed by guarded wait instructions (after termination, any d e l a ys are permitted).
UpDown j = div 3(x = 0), because every divergent run passes through both while loops. The rst loop may be executed arbitrarily many times (for an accumulated duration of 1 time unit). Therefore arbitrarily many iterations of the second loop, each of which t a k es 1 time unit, may b e required to decrease x to 0. Notice that if there is a lower bound on the length of a delay, then a state with x = 0 is reached within 2 + d1= e time units. This brings us to the following de nitions.
Let R b e a c l o c k system and let be a positive real. The run of R is -divergent if is divergent and all delays in have a duration of at least . W e w r i t e R j = div if every -divergent run of R satis es . The run is unknown -divergent if is -divergent for some > 0 that is, the durations of the delays in do not decrease without bound. One may argue that, in practice, the set of unknown-divergent runs is just as interesting as the set of divergent runs. This is because we m a y w ell know that a real-time system admits only delays of a certain unknown duration , a n d the existence of such a n is preserved under the composition of systems. 11 We write R j = udiv if every unknown -divergent run of R satis es . Suppose that we know the clock s y s t e m R is O(f)-bounded, for a given function f. Then, to prove R j = udiv 3p, w e use Proposition 2.1 and run a proof of the safety property 3 kf(d1= e) p in the elapsed-time system R now , with a symbolic constant k. W e g i v e an example of such a proof in Appendix A3.
Unbounded real-time systems. Not every clock system is O(f)-bounded for some f. This is because fairness can be implemented by d i v ergence, resulting in an unbounded system. Consider the parallel program FairUpDown from Figure 4 . This program begins by s p a wning two processes, one which c o n tinually increments x until ag becomes false, and one which s e t s ag to false. No time is allowed to pass until the two parallel processes exit. Consequently FairUpDown j = div 3(x = 0 ) . However, x may h a ve attained any v alue before the second loop is entered, and so the time of termination is not bounded by a n y function of . A more thorough investigation of the hierarchy o f O(f)-bounded systems is desirable. In particular, nding the bound function f for a given clock system, if such a n f exists, is an interesting open problem. This is because the bound function must be known to apply the symbolic-constant proof technique for transforming eventualities into invariances over the -divergent runs.
For the guarded delay = ( =`2^c < 1) we obtain r = ( =`2^c 5^c 0 = succ(c)^x 0 = x^`0 =`):
For the guarded delay = ( =`4) w e obtain r = ( =`4^c 0 = succ(c)^x 0 = x^`0 =`): The region system R is then (' 0 . ) for the transition condition . = ( _ r _ r _ idle).
To prove t h a t 3(x = 0) holds in R, w e m ust prove that R satis es the temporal formula (23(c ; c)) ) 3(x = 0 ) : To d o s o , w e m ust nd a convenient w ell-founded ordering W. H e r e w e n e e d 1 0 c hanges in the value of c before the desired event occurs, and so we c hoose W = f0 1 2 : : : 10g with the natural order. We use the proof rule B-REAC from MP89]. It states that given a function ! mapping nonempty nite sequences of states into W, past formulas p q, a n d r, a n d a n y temporal formula , i f 1. R j = 2(p ) (q _ )) 2. j = ( ^! = i^ . ) ) (q _ ( ^! i)) 0 3. R j = 2(( ^! = i^r) ) 3(q _ ( ^! < i ))) then we m a y conclude that R j = 2((p^23r) ) 3q). Notice that ! appears as part of a temporal formula, and so ! must be expressible in the logic. We w i l l n o w de ne the formulas ! = i for i 2 f 0 1 2 : : : 10g. T h e n ! < i is W j<i (! = j). For i > 0, de ne ! = i to be c = succ 10;i (0), and de ne ! = 0 t o b e c 5.
Inspecting the format of the proof rule, we put = ( 6 =`4), p = ' 0 , q = ( x = 0), and r = ( c c). The rst premise is 2((`=`1^x = 1 c = 0) ) (x = 0 _`6 =`4)) which i s v alid. The action predicates ( ^! = i^ . ) ) (q _ ( ^! i)) 0 are valid for each i 2 0 1 2 : : : 10. Finally, the third premise is 2((`6 =`4^c = i^c c) ) 3(x = 0 _ (`6 =`4^c i))): This is true in R for each i, b y the invariance rule SAFE.
A.2 A symbolic-constant e v entuality proof for an O(1)-bounded real-time system
The program Wait5 is O(1)-bounded and nonzeno. We n o w prove that Wait5 j = div 3 k (x = 0 ) , using k a s a s y m bolic constant. The proof will allow us to decide which v alues of k can be chosen to satisfy the claim. De ne I to be (`=`1 ) (x = 1 c 5))^(`=`2 ) (x = 1 c 5))(`=`3 ) (x = 1 c = 5 ) ) (`=`4 ) (x = 0 c 5))
where`4 corresponds to the end of the program, when time passes forever. The rule SAFE proves A.3 A symbolic-constant e v entuality proof for an O(n)-bounded real-time system
We prove UpDown j = div 3 k= (x = 0), where k is a symbolic constant. The program location`7 corresponds to the end of the program. De ne J to be (`=`1 ) (c (x ; 1)^c 1^x 0))(`=`2 ) (c (x ; 1)^c < 1^x 0))(`=`3 ) (c (x ; 2)^c 1^x 0))(`=`4 ) (1= x + c ; 2^x 0))(`=`5 ) (1= x + c ; 2^x > 0))(`=`6 ) (1= x + c ; 1^x > 0))(`=`7 ) ; 3(1= c ; 2^x = 0 ) ) . UpDown j = div 2J, as is easily seen by the rule SAFE, modi ed so as to accomodate no delays of length less than (let p be J itself).
We n o w proceed as in the previous example, picking k large enough so that J ) (c k= ) x = 0 ) i s v alid. We falsify c k= except where J implies x = 0 . F or`1,`2, a n d 3 , w e h a ve 1 c, and so choosing k > su ces. For`4,`5, a n d 6 , w e h a ve 1 = x + c ; 2 and x 0, and so 1= + 2 c. Consequently, c hoosing k > 1 + 2 su ces. The latter number is larger, and so if k > 1 + 2 , then J ) (c k= ) x = 0 ) i s v alid. Since UpDown j = div 2J, w e h a ve UpDown j = div (c k= ) ; 3(x = 0)).
